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protection from external competition was combined with the
suppression of independent enterprise at home : the sequel,
as may be readily imagined, was a considerable advance in
prices. In brief, a legitimate desire to promote a new pro-
cess assumed the form of a regimentation of the manufacture
as a whole ; and disproportionate risks, involving the maxi-
mum interference with established trades, were counten-
anced for the sake of an uncertain advantage. The classical
example is Alderman Cockayne's famous patent. Missel-
den's comment on the ' unhappy project' for dyeing and
dressing cloth may be applied to many of the ill-starred
industrial experiments of ' this stirring age ', as it was styled
by a prominent ' projector' : "In charity we may think
it was good in the purpose, though it proved ill in the
practice ".
The craft We have seen that the claim of the State to regulate the
gilds. industrial life of the community was in harmony with a
deep-seated tradition. Another sign of the essential con-
tinuity of economic outlook in the Middle Ages and in the
Age of Mercantilism is afforded by the survival of the craft
gilds. It is sometimes the usage to speak of the ' decline '
of the craft gilds after the sixteenth century. The term must
be understood to mean that the growth of new centres of
industry, where the writ of the gilds did not run, deprived
the crafts of their former predominance in the industrial
order. It must not be taken to imply that the craft gilds
ceased to be of any account in the national economy, for
they continued to perform some of their functions. The
persistence of the gild regime is shown by the numerous
grants of incorporation which both the Crown and Parlia-
ment made during the seventeenth century to newly-formed
or old-established crafts. The erection of these companies
indicates how strongly entrenched was the mediaeval idea
of the corporate rule of industry. The dominating sentiment
still supported in principle the exercise of authority in
economic affairs. It held, to quote a contemporary view,
that the craft gilds had " worked great good in respect that
the government of every artificer and tradesman being
committed to men of gravity, best experienced in the same

